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procuring organization should provide for all the requirements concerning contractors and their tenders in the
procurement documents. In the course of evaluation of
received tenders, one should first of all evaluate the
formal requirements for tenders that are stipulated by
the procurement documents and LPP. Let us assume

I. Introduction

In order to select an optimal construction (repairs)
tender one should evaluate at least several criteria. The
problems of the multiple criteria evaluation of tenders
have been examined in literature rather widely [I, 2,
3]. Yet, when organizers of biddings for construction
contracts intend to procure construction contracts for
funds from the government budget, local self-administration budgets and similar funds such organizers should
act in accordance with the Law on Public Procurement
of the Republic of Lithuania (hereinafter referred to as
the LPP) [4).
The new edition of the PPL came into force on
October I, 1999. Although the concept of the multiple
criteria evaluation is used neither in this law nor in the
normative by-Jaws this law provides for the possibility
to choose the criterion of the economically efficient
tender as a criterion of evaluation of tenders. Item 4
of Article 26 of the LPP has charged the Government
of the Republic of Lithuania with the task of approving the methods of determining the evaluation criterion of the economically efficient tender. On December
30. 1999 Government of the Republic of Lithuania approved these methods by Resolution No 1503 [5]. The
analysis of the methods approved by this Resolution
allows to maintain th:tt these methods will secure the
possibility of the multiple criteria e\'aluation.
This paper i!oo aimed at analysing the possibility of
using the multiph: criteria C\aluation of construction tenders by taking intu ;account the scientific achie\cmcnts
and principle!-> of the LPP.

2. Algorithm of e\·aluation of construction tenders
When a bidding for construction contract is organized in accordance with the LPP. the algorithm of
evaluation of tenders shall be strictly regulated. The

that the customer has received multitude n of tenders:

B ={B,. B2····· Bn}• n ~3.

(I)

If the number of received tenders is less than two,
the bidding shall be regarded as not taken place.
Matrix A (Table I) of satisfying formal requirements for the tenders received may be formed upon
receipt of tenders from contractors.
Table I. Matrix A of satisfying fonnal requirements for tenders
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where F; - torn1al requirements tor tenders. Some tormal requirements are stipulated in the PPL (lenders
should be bound. signed. sealed. etc). other requirements are dctern1ined by the procuring organization it!ooclf (mandatory inti.mnatiun. requircmenb tor work. etc).
Elements u,1 of the matrix of rccci\"ed tender!-> arc
binary. they indicate whether tender B, satisfies requirement F; • ie their \"alues may be set to YES or NOT.
The LPP provides for an imperative principle under
which the tenders not satisfying the requirements as
provided by the law and procurement documents shall
be rejected, ie tender B; shall be rejected if the following condition is satisfied:
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where at least one j

= I, m

(2)

Upon rejection of the tenders that do not satisfy
the formal requirements we shall obtain the multitude
of tenders that satisfy the formal requirements:

c ={C1• c:!·····ck :. 3 :S;k :S;n.

(3)

The imperative norm of the LLP (Part I of Article 7) requires that the procuring organization should
find out whether the contractor is competent, reliable
and able to fulfil the conditions of the procured construction contract. Therefore. at a certain stage of the
procuring procedure the procuring organization shall be
entitled to require that the contractor should submit
documents confirming qualification of the latter.
In order to evaluate qualification of contractors
one should make up matrix D (Table 2) for evaluation
of contractors' qualification.
Table l. Matrix D for evaluation of contractors' qualification
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where K1 - qualification requirements for contractors
as provided for in the procurement documents. Elements dij of the contractors' qualification matrix are
binary. they show whether qualification of the contractor who submitted tender B; satisfies qualification requirement K; provided for in the qualification documents. ie their values may be set to YES or NO. An
imperative principle is stipulated in the LLP which
maintains that the tenders submitted by all contractors
shall be rejected if they du not meet the requirement~
speciticd in the bidding documents. ic a tender shall
be rejected. if the folluwing conditiun
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satistied:

where at least one j = I. I.

A procuring organizatiun may also reject tenders
submitted by contr.Jctors in the following cases:
I ) the contractor who submitted a tender has infringed upon the Competition Law;
2) all contractors have offered prices that are too
high and not acceptable for the procuring orga-

nization. Tenders may be rejected on these grounds
only upon obtaining a permit issued by the Public
Procurement Agency;
3) the offered prices are too low and the contractor
has failed to substantiate them. The procuring organization may reject a tender on these grounds
only in case where the contractor fails to substantiate it upon receiving a request to substantiate the
price in writing.
Upon rejection of tenders that fail to meet the requirements, we obtain multitude E of tenders to be evaluated:

(5)
If there are three or more tenders remaining, the
received tenders shall be evaluated in accordance with
the procedure as provided for in the bidding documents.
If there are three or less tenders remaining after rejection of a tender, the bidding is regarded as one that
has not taken place, whilst the procurement organization may choose to adopt the following resolutions:
I ) to organize negotiated tenders if there are two
tenders remaining to be evaluated upon rejection
of tenders;
2) to effect a single-source procurement if upon rejection of tenders there is only one tender remaining to be evaluated. If the value of work is in
excess of 500 thousand Litas, realization of such
a procurement will require consent from the Public Procurement Agency;
3) to announce a new bidding. In this case all tenders shall be rejected, which also requires consent
from the Public Procurement Department.

3. Multiple criteria evaluation of tenders
The LPP provides for the possibility of using the
criterion of the economically etlicient tender during e\'aluation of tender~. This criterion may be used in the
case of procuring a construction contract by open tenden•. limited tenders and negutiated tenders if the pwcuring orgunization has pru\ ided for such kind of tender~ in the pmcuremcnt documentation.
The LPP pnn ides tor strict limitation~ in cases
where the procuring organization may e\'aluate tenders
using the e\'aluation criterion of the economically etlicient tender. ie when one may use multiple criteria evaluation of tenders. Economic usefulness of construction
tenders may be evaluated only if both of these conditions are present:
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I ) the construction work is being procured in combination with the project services of the procured
object of work. In case when the work is procured under the preliminarily prepared project covering the constructional and technical solutions. economic efficiency cannot be evaluated:
2) determination of limits of technical parameters
(functional parameters and operating costs) of the
procured object in the procurement documentation
does not guarantee the procuring organization a
sufficiently good selection of tenders.
In addition to the price, the evaluation of economic efficiency may include evaluations of functional
properties and operating costs or one of them. Operating costs may be evaluated in the following cases where there is an opinion that:
I ) operating costs of the construction object will
amount to not less than 50% of the object's construction price within the usual period of operation,
yet, no longer than I 0 years;
2) the permissible difference of operating costs in
different tenders may exceed 15%.
Functional properties can be evaluated only if both
of the following conditions are present:
I) improvement of functional parameters of the erected object is important for the needs of the procuring organization;
2) difference of essential functional parameters in different tenders may exceed 15%.
Analysis of the procedure of determining the economically efficient tender [5] approved by resolution of
the Government allows to draw a conclusion that these
methods provide the multiple criteria evaluation of tenders in accordance with the MWSD I criterion [2].
When evaluating tenders in accordance with the
criterion of the economically efficient tender. the procuring organization may evaluate the tender's price.
functional properties of the procurement object and operating costs of this o~ject. Matrix U of decision-making in accordance with the above procedure is shown
in Table 3.
Functional pammeters may include technical clmr.Jcteristics of the procurement object Cthermal resistance. stability. dumbility). aesthetic properties. impact upon
the environment. etc. Operating costs are future costs
associated with the utilization of the erected object. Only those costs may be added which are selected for
evaluation of tenders and specified in the procurement
documents. Index duplication should be avoided while
determining the functional properties and operating costs

Table 3. Decision-making matrix U
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to be evaluated. For instance, if the thermal resistance
of the enclosure is chosen as a functional parameter,
then the heating of the building should not be evaluated as operating costs, and vice versa, because there
is a great inter dependence of these parameters.
The methods of normalizing the decision-making
matrix. which methods are stipulated in the law and
by-laws [4, 5], differ from the methods described in
many scientific papers [I, 2, 3]. The greatest peculiarity lies in the fact that a two-level system of coefficients of importance is used (Table 4).
Table 4. System of coefficients of importance
Levels Coefficient of
Coefficients of
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of price
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The procuring organization shall specify the coefficients of importance of the price, functional parameters and operating costs in the procurement documents.
which coefficients shall total up to I 00:

.r+r, +>~.=too.

(6)

where .\'. r, . >;.
coetlicients of importance of the
price. functional p:mm1eters and operating costs. respecti,dy.
l-our methods of dctern1ining coetlicients of importance arc widely analysed in the litemture: ie methods of entropy. index value loss. expert test and the
complex method (I. 2. 3]. The peculiarity of all these
methods. with exception of the expert test method, lies
in the fact that they are determined upon formation of
the alternatives to be evaluated and upon determination
of coefficient values of these alternatives, which values
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are to be evaluated. The LPP expressively requires that
the coefficients of importance to be evaluated should
be already specified in the bidding documents. ie prior
to formation of the tender matrix. This requirement does not allow to use many possibilities of the multiple
criteria evaluation so that the procuring organizations
have to resort to the sole opportunity of determining
the coefficients of importance, ie by the expert test method. Procurement is often carried out by commissions
created by procuring organizations themselves whereof
members are not initiated into the multiple criteria evaluation methods. Therefore, having failed to determine
the correct coefficients of importance, they may choose
to proclaim the tender. which is not the most suitable.
the winner, which fact may be considered a drawback
in case of applying this method to public procurement.
By-laws provide further restrictions with regard to
coefficients of importance. In case of procuring construction work contracts, the coefficient of importance of price
evaluation cannot be less than 70, when the price, functional properties and operating costs are evaluated, and
cannot be less than 80, when only functional properties
or operating costs are evaluated besides the price.
As we can see, irrespective of the fact that there
may be several functional properties to be evaluated,
only one coefficient of importance shall be assigned to
the multitude of them. Therefore, coefficients of importance L; of the second level whereof total sum equals
to one shall be assigned to each functional parameter.
Taking into account the above-mentioned peculiarities the decision-making matrix shall be normalized
in the following way. First of all, normalized values of
generalized functional parameters shall be calculated by
evaluating their coefficients of importance L; :

.1/1 =I: F; .

(7)

where F; - evaluation of the i-th functional parameter.
which 1s calculated in accordance with one of these
timnulas:
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where /~ - \ aluc of the i-th functional par.uneter; /~11 n •
Pma' - respecti,cly. the minimum or maximum \aluc
of the i-th parameter otlered by the contractors. Formula (8) is used when the best values of technical pardmeters are set to maximum. and formula (9) is used
when the best values of technical parameters are set to
minimum.

The offered prices shall be normalized in accordance with the following formula:
(10)

cj' ='"min I c; .

where '"min and c; - the offered minimum price and
the one of the currently considered tender, respectively.
The offered operating costs shall be normalized in
accordance with the following formula:
(II)

ej' = emin I e;,

where emin and e; - the offered minimum operating
costs and the ones of the currently considered tender,
respectively.
Normalized decision-making matrix N (Table 5)
obtained upon normalization.
Table S. Nonnalized decision-making matrix N
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Upon formation of the normalized decision-making
matrix, the economic efficiency of each tender may be
calculated in accordance with the formula:

s.I

=c~ · X+ J/'·" · Yr. + e~ · Ye•
I

I

(12)

A priority queue shall be established in accordance with the obtained values of economic efficiency. The
procuring organization should propose the contractor
who submitted the economically efficient tender to enter into the contract.

4. Conclusions
I. The Public Procurement La'' of the Republic
of l.ithu:mia and by-law:- Mipulate that public procurement rrucedure:o. shall be applied in cases where con:o.t·
ruction contracts arc procured for the money of public
and related funds. The abo,·e-mentioned law provides
a possibility to choose contractors by taking into account not only the minimum price offered but also in
accordance with the criterion of the economically efficient tender. Analysis of the methods of determining
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STATYBOS RAI\iGOS PASIOLYMIJ DAUGIATIKSLIS
VERTII\iiMAS, ATSitVELGIAI\iT f LIETUVOS
RESPUBLIKOS VIE~fJJfJ PIRKIMIJ fSTATYMO
NUOSTATAS

the economically efficient tender approved by the resolution of the Government shows that by now the possibility to choose a contractor by application of the multiple criteria evaluation methods has been legally authorised.
2. Although the possibilities for applying multiple
criteria evaluation to construction in general and to selection of the best tender submitted by contractors have
been widely studied, yet, the application of multiple criteria evaluation by taking into account the currently effective legal norms. which regulate public procurement
procedures, has not been investigated.
3. Analysis of legal norms regulating public procurement procedures shows that the multiple criteria evaluation has been legally approved only in accordance
with one modified criterion known in the literature [2]
under the name of MWSD I.
4. Research into the possibilities of applying methods of multiple criteria evaluation of construction tenders by taking into account the legal regulation of public procurement procedures would allow the procurement organizations to prepare procurement documentation of better quality, the contractors- to bid for construction contracts with more success, as well as to improve the legal normative base regulating the public
procurement procedures.
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Vals-

S. Mitkus, T. Dejus
Santrauka
Norint tinkamai jveninti statybos rangos pasiUlymus. butina jveninti bent kelet~t kriterijq. Nors statybos rangos pasiulymq daugiatikslis veninimas yra pakankamai plaCiai isnagrinetas literaruroje. toks veninimas. atsizvelgiant i Lietuvos Respublikos viesqjq pirkimq jstatym~t iki siol moksliskai nenagrinetas.
Nors nei siame jstatyme. nei pojstatyminiuose norminiuose aktuose nevanojama daugiatikslio jveninimo s~tvoka.
siuo jstatymu yra jtvirtinta galimybe pasiUiymq veninimo kriterijumi pasirinkti ekonomiskai naudingiausio pasiUlymo kriterijq. Straipsnyje atlikta teises aktq analize rodo. kad veninant rangovq pasiiilymus pagal ekonomiskai naudingiausio pasiiilymo veninimo kriterijq yra numatyta daugiatikslio rangovq pasiiilymq vertinimo galimybe.
Atlikta Viesqjq pirkimq jstatymo ir pojstatyminiq teises
aktq analize rodo, kad rangovq pasiiilymq daugiatiksli vertinim~t galima suskirstyti i tris stadijas.
Pirmojoje stadijoje yra atmetami pasiulymai, kurie neatitinka konkurso dokumentq reikalavimq. Antrojoje stadijoje atmetami pasiiilymai tq tiekejq, kurie neatitinka perkanciosios
organizacijos keliamq kvalifikaciniq reikalavimq.
Treciojoje stadijoje atliekamas tinkamq pasiiilymq daugiatikslis veninimas. Parodoma, kad vertinant rangovq pasiiilymus viesuosiuose pirkimuose gali biiti taikomas modifikuotas daugiatikslio vertinimo kriterijus, kuris literaruroje yra zinomas MWSDI vardu [2). Pagrindinis jo skirtumas nuo literaruroje apmyto yra dviejq lygiq svorio koeficientq sistema
(4 lentele). Viesqjq pirkimq tstatymas ir poistatyminiai teises
aktai numato ir daugiau daugiatikslio vertinimo galimybiq apribojimq, kurie ir yra analizuojami straipsnyje.
Tolesnis statybos rangos pasiiilymq daugiatikslis vertinimas. atsizvelgiant i Viesqjq pirkimq jstatym~t. leistq uzsakovams pasirinkti geresnius pasiiilymus. o rangovams - parengti
konkurencingesnius.
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